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Impact Summary: Transfer of KiwiSaver
members between providers of default
funds
Section 1: General information
Purpose

n,( ~V
The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE) and th~G: re~~
i¼intly
responsible for the analysis and advice set out in this Regulatory~ ~m ,~,ent, except
as otherwise explicitly indicated. This analysis and advice has ti .:$ ,o;,\)~\~u c d for the
~ . ~ ~~~ ~nance and the
purpose of informing key policy decisions to be taken by
:> ~
Minister of Commerce and Consumer Affairs.
Context

@

When a person starts a new job, they are ~

ca~:;;;olled in KiwiSaver if they are

between the ages of 18 and 65. Un~~~ op· ~ ut or actively choose a fund, they will be
~ ~mately 689,000 people remain in default
sequentially allocated to a default f~ri : f
funds. 398,000 of those have , t rn,1a~ ~dctive choice to stay there. There are
approximately 3 million~ ( ~ ~ tyt·saver in total. There are 9 providers of default

KiwiSaver funds, a~~ non-default providers of KiwiSaver funds.

Providers of d~~'1!t_
~
are appointed by the Minister of Finance and the Minister of
Comme~~'\_~
Jmer Affairs (the Ministers), under the KiwiSaver Act (the Act). The
Ministe~ dJ~ responsible for determining the terms and conditions under which default
p~
~
appointed. Providers are appointed under individual instruments of
a~;_IS~ tx_!~ )nt, which set out the terms, conditions, and settings for default funds. Providers of
~fa~ funds receive a stream of customers allocated to them . They also enjoy reputational

The Financial Markets Authority (FMA) monitors the performance of KiwiSaver providers
against their instruments of appointment.
The term for the current providers expires on 30 June 2021 . The procurement process for
appointing new providers will start in early 2020. A potential outcome of the procurement
process is that one or more of the current default providers may not be reappointed as a
default provider for another term.
Six providers were appointed when KiwiSaver began, after a competitive tendering process.
A review of providers occurred in 2013, after which the existing providers were reappointed
and new providers were also appointed.
The KiwiSaver Act allows regulations to be made to provide for default members of a
scheme to be reallocated and transferred at the expiry of the providers' instrument of
appointment.
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The broader review of KiwiSaver default provider arrangements covers a range of policy
decisions, one of which is the reallocation and transfer of members. This Regulatory Impact
Statement relates only to options for the reallocation and transfer of members, because this
is the only policy decision in the review that requires regulatory change.
Key Limitations or Constraints on Analysis

Evidence limitations
Limited evidence regarding member reaction to being transferred

~

We have limited evidence about how members would react to being transferred,frg (i~
provider to another. Some members may feel confused or disrupted, and If"~ ~ ~ ,.::1e
- 5~. s are
(the primary customer-facing agency for KiwiSaver) has advised that s~ ~
likely to be angry. Others may not care about being transferred b~~
e ~u ·~ t,':l V not actively
engage with their KiwiSaver account. However, it is uncertain hc:{"
w(t ,
o d fall in each
category.
~ \

~e,'\J~

We did ask a question in the public consultation pr~ c
consumers might react
to being transferred . Unfortunately, many consum ~ l ~ \~
tood the question so we did
not get high-quality feedback on this issue ~
esu ~~r consultation.
Unknown costs for Government and

p~~

Inland Revenue has done initial wr 1~
u~ ~y its costs for the different options. However,
~ 'iQ\ ~ ertainty about the number of members who
its estimates are in a wide ra~
would be transferred a~~
?.~~~ oYmembers who would approach Inland Revenue
with questions and ~ r- ~~ '\)
Due to commercial s "n~ r~u, we have received very little information from providers
regarding the ~
~ associated with transferring members.
Numbe1~ t ws ~ ho would be transferred

W~ ~ Jly designing policy options for the transfer of members prior to the
r ~ i~ cnt process for appointing new providers. That is because we think it is desirable
0 f providers to know what will happen post-appointment, before they have to decide on the
'.0ntent of their tenders. It is also to avoid the need to go back to Cabinet prior to issuing
drafting instructions for the regulations to enable transfers to take place.
This means there is uncertainty about the number of providers that would be appointed as
default providers (including whether all current providers would be reappointed), and
therefore the number of members who could potentially be transferred.
Uncertainty regarding strength of incentives

There is a degree of uncertainty as to the strength of incentives providers would face in the
options and in the status quo to tender competitively to be a provider of a default KiwiSaver
fund. Providers have been generally reluctant to submit on this point. Some providers have
told us that the reputational benefits of being a default provider alone would incentivise
them to tender competitively.
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Consultation
The analysis in this Regulatory Impact Statement is based on public consultation with
consumers and the financial sector, as well as desk-based research . We have consulted
with individual stakeholders, including all 9 default providers and several non-default
providers, as well as Inland Revenue and the Financial Markets Authority.

A discussion document was published in August 2019 , and included a
discussion of transferring default members. We received 280
submissions.
Responsible Manager

Authorised by:
Sharon Corbett
Manager

Financial Markets Policy

~

Commerce, Consumers and Communication I Bu i@ . ~
6S0urces and Markets

~~~;:: o: Business, Innovation an~ ~ '\)

~

0 9

Acting Team L~

Financi~ \~

T\~ ~9}
2)1N4?019
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Section 2: Problem definition and objectives
2.1 What is the policy problem or opportunity?
The counterfactual
The counterfactual is that any member of a current provider of default funds would remain
with that provider following the appointment of new default providers. None of those
members would be transferred to the newly appointed default providers, even if their provider
is not reappointed as a default provider.

Problem 1: default members of non-reappointed providers
have protections under instruments of appointment

w
~
©J
::;;j}_
~

Default members receive certain protections (e.g. in relation to fe~ ~aefault
providers' instruments of appointment.
~~\)
In the counterfactual, and assuming that one or mort ~ ~$V1ders are not reappointed,

1~,

the obligations on those ex-default providers w d Iii\ ~~ ih'e expiry of their instruments of
appointment. The members of those provide.~ ~aluld re."<1ain in funds that are no longer
default funds and would therefore not ~~e prc}~ tions under the new or former
a risk that ex-default providers would
instruments of appointment. For
increase their fees above the m~~~m~
ls indicated in their instruments, as well as
change or remove any oth~~~~
andated by the current instruments. This could result

ei~~l.t~ is

in poorer outcomes ~ ~bers.
Aside from tho~ ~ 1ely choose to remain in the default fund, default members have
-r;Ft,,~ ~ ice regarding their fund and do not engage with their KiwiSaver. This
not mad~~~
may~
~ ti!c impacts of protections under the instrument of appointment being

;;~
~

mbers that remain in ex-default funds.

blem 2: insufficient incentives for new providers to tender
A second potential problem is that there may be insufficient incentives for non-default
members to tender competitively to become a default provider in the upcoming procurement
round .
In the counterfactual, new providers wou ld enter the default market without any default
members, and would only receive new members from the allocation system when new
members are automatically enrolled. As over 2 million New Zealanders are in KiwiSaver, the
rate of members being allocated through the default allocation has significantly slowed.
Based on the current flow of new members, and assuming there are 9 providers (as is
currently the case), new providers could expect to receive only approximately 6868 new
members a year1 . Those members' accounts will start with low balances that will gradually
increase over time.
In comparison, current providers already have sizable funds under management in their
default funds and have historically benefited from higher numbers of new members from the
1 There were 61,811 new members in the annual return year ending 31 March 201 9 (FMA Kiwi Saver annual
report 2019).
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Problem 3: insufficient incentives for current providers to tender
competitively

There is some uncertainty about the extent to which this issue is a problem. It may be that
the providers who are most likely to tender would tender regardless of the transfer option
chosen, due to the ongoing business and reputational benefits of being a default provider.

In the counterfactual, new providers may feel that they cannot compete with current
providers and may refrain from tendering on this basis.

sequential allocation system at the outset of KiwiSaver.

If no action is taken, existing default providers may make less competitive offers in the
procurement process because they would not face any risk of losing their members and
because they already have a large portion of the KiwiSaver default market. For example,
they may offer higher fees than they would if there was a risk that they would lose their
members. This would lead to poorer outcomes for members of default funds.

A third potential problem is that there may be insufficient incentives for current default
providers to tender competitively in the upcoming procurement process because they will get
to keep their existing members either way.

~@~

As with problem 2, there is some uncertainty about the extent to which this issue is a
problem given the ongoing business and reputational benefits of being a default provider.

~~

Problem 4: insufficient incentives for default providers to engage with
default members

1/~

The members of default funds have often not made a choice to be there. Ideally, they would
make an active choice of fund (either to remain in the default fund or switch to another fund).

~~

Providers have a key role in encouraging members to make an active choice.

~

One problem with the status quo is that providers may not have enough incentives to engage
with their members to encourage them to make an active choice.

Q;~
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We do accept there are other contributing factors to why providers may not engage with
default members, for example, a lack of obligations on default providers to engage with
members and practical difficulties faced by providers in contacting members.

Given that context, if providers do not face any risk that their default members would be
transferred away from them at the end of their appointment, they may have reduced
incentives to incur the expense of attempting to engage with members and encouraging
them to make an active choice about their fund.

Engaging with members has a cost for providers. Meanwhile, providers are collecting fees
from these default members regardless of whether the members make active choices or not.

<>

2.2

Who is affected and how?

The transfer options would affect current and future providers of default funds and would
seek to change the incentives on those providers to tender competitively to be (re )appointed
as default providers. The table below provides approximate numbers of allocated default
members in each default fund who have not made an active choice to be there:
Provider
AMP
ANZ
ASB
BNZ
Booster
BT Funds (Westpac)
Fisher
Kiwi Wealth (Kiwibank)
Mercer
TOTAL

Default membership in 20192
89,154
53,874
69,671
19,749
14,723
21 ,572
45,496
20,307
63,743
398,289

Percentage of default mar!,P.13
22.38%
13.53%
17.5%
4.96%
3.7%

D('~ transfer options. Some default members
Default members would also be im! ~
may experience disruption and ~ ~ ~ ~ sion or anger. Others may be disengaged and
may not care that they a~ ? ~~r : , erred. Others still may be prompted through
communications fro~ ~~~ r r media reports to engage with their KiwiSaver.
Some of the def i~~~ for transfer options seek to give default members an opportunity
to make ~
~t~ ll"'c;.,..e if they wish to remain with their current provider.
2.3

~r,, ~t1~r~ dny constraints on the scope for decision making?

{j

,~
~ des for regulations to be made to reallocate and transfer default members to a
e.1au~ iwiSaver scheme, following the expiry of the current term for default providers.

The regulation-making power covers "default members" only. Default members are defined
as members that were allocated to a scheme under sections 50 and 51 of the Act and are in
a default investment product of a scheme . That means that regulations cannot be made to
transfer "active joiners" - members who have joined a KiwiSaver scheme of their own volition
and have selected a default fund for themselves. However, members of default funds who
were allocated to a default fund and have made an active decision to stay there are classified
as "default members" and can be transferred .

Interdependency with other policy options
The procurement process will be done as a package of policy decisions regarding the
desired settings for KiwiSaver default funds, and our broader aim is to improve financial
wellbeing of members at retirement. The reallocation and transfer of members is a
component part of that broader review and subsequent procurement process, and therefore
2 Data obtained from the FMA's Annual KiwiSaver Report 2019.
3 Values rounded to two decimal places.
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has interdependency with other policy settings.
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Section 3: Options identification
3.1 What options have been considered?
We have assessed the options against five main criteria, which we have used to assess all
the options we have considered as part of the broader review of the settings for default
funds:
• ensuring a better financial position for KiwiSaver members, particularly in retirement
(highest weighting)

©

• promoting trust and confidence in KiwiSaver (high weighting)
• ensuring low administration and compliance costs (low to moderate we~

•

-

individuals' well-being (low weighting)

• promoting innovation, competition, and value-for-mo~~ ~ s
~
~
moderate weighting ).

Option 1: Existing default provide,.,.,J;\. ln
quo /counterfactual)
(\_~

~

default members (status

~.;.~~\'li~ ".a

Option 1 is for existing default
their default members, regardless of
whether they are reappointed ~~ ri\v,1ost significant part of this option is for nonreappointed providers. ~ 0 ~
'0~
n, default members would need to be informed that
their default provider_).~('·' ~~960,1 default provider and given a choice about remaining in
their fund. However,~--~ ~ey ~ ot make a choice they would stay with their existing provider.
This would meet ~ ~ ~ :bders who are not reappointed would retain their balance of default
member¼ ......
obligations under the instruments of appointment of ex-default
provider~
~ and the fund would be governed as a non-default KiwiSaver fund .

wey~ e

:-~®"'

0

mis option are set out in the problem definition section. The pros of this option as
l~
?with the other options are as follows:

•

eliminates the risk of members being transferred potentially against their will, and lessens
the risk of operational errors causing erosion in trust and confidence in KiwiSaver as
compared to the transfer options,

•

no administration costs for providers and Inland Revenue,

•

minimises disruption to markets.

Option 2: Weighted transfer to establish an average member balance
among default providers
Option 2 is to transfer members from default providers with more members (as well as from
those that are not reappointed) to providers with fewer members. This would mean that each
provider has a similar number of members.
[ egal Professional Privilege
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Legal Professional Privilege

I

Default members who have actively chosen to remain in the default fund ("active default
members"), and default members who have joined a default fund of their own accord, would
not be transferred.
Default providers would be required to notify their members of the upcoming transfer and
give them an opportunity to make an active choice to remain in the default fund or change to
another fund. If a member does not make a choice, they would then be transferred .
Around 120,000 KiwiSaver members would be transferred if there were no changes

l~

default providers. More members would be transferred ~ one or more new defa~

e•.

were appointed or if one or more existing default provider were unsuccessfL•t~

The costs and benefits of this option as compared with the count~

~

ere

applicable with other options) are as follows:
Cost!'

Criterion

Benefits

Ensuring a better
financial position
for KiwiSaver
members,
particularly in
retirement

May incentivise providers to help their
members make an active fund choice in the ◄
short-term.
If this results in members being in a more~
appropriate fund for their circumstanc:~ \i is
like~ to hm,e a
effect on~
tj
position at retirement.
~

'°'"'"'

Th;sbenofrtoppli~
stronger in relation to O · 1n o

Promoting trust
and confidence in
KiwiSaver

I Ii-~

1'

~

Ensuring low
administration and
compliance costs

A~

. ,,, •

~
e~l t : ~e Transfer of members from
~ ~ ~,ced providers, the option would
~ ~ trust and confidence in KiwiSaver
i cause default members would remain under
. protections of the instruments of
appointment. This benefit applies to Options 2
and 3 equally.
In relation to not transferring active choice
members, the option would increase trust and
confidence in KiwiSaver as active default
members would be confident that their choice
of fund is being respected.
In relation to members being able to opt-out of
transfers, the option gives members an
opportunity to choose to stay in the providers'
fund or choose another fund. This is likely to
promote trust and confidence in KiwiSaver
because members will have more control over
their KiwiSaver.
If default providers expect reallocation to
happen every 7 years, they may be
incentivised to ensure that members make an
active choice to remain in the default fund or to
move to a non-default fund that is more
appropriate for them. We propose that
members who make an active choice to
remain in the default fund should not be
transferred. This increased member
engagement may have a positive effect on
trust and confidence in KiwiSaver.

NIA

tJ

)"
~
r,:

---·
' , ·Q
lt'efis created, it could lead to

~~ placed solely on encouraging

_it,

•a make an active choice, regardless of

~~ ttie: or not that choice is the most appropriate for
tht.-:-,1. This may result in those members having a
worse financial position at retirement than in the
counterfactual.

May decrease competitive pressure on providers
with default membership higher than the average, as
this option would result in them losing members
even if they are reappointed. This may disincentivise
those providers to tender competitively, leading to
worse value-for-money for default members.
Some members would experience disruption and
may be unhappy that their provider has changed (for
example, those members who like that their provider
is also their bank). Some members may be angry or
confused. This may have a negative effect on trust
and confidence in KiwiSaver. This con applies to
Options 2 and 3 but would be more pronounced in
relation to Option 2.
If default providers expect reallocation to happen
every 7 years regardless of whether they have
complied with their obligations under the instruments
of appointment, they may have lower incentives to
invest in building long-term relationships with their
default members. If providers are not investing in
relationships with members, this could negatively
affect trust and confidence in KiwiSaver.
There is the risk of members being transferred
potentially against their will, and the risk of
operational errors causing erosion in trust and
confidence in KiwiSaver.
However, the design choice to require any transfer
option to be opt.out may mitigate this cost if they are
made aware of the transfer prior to it occurring.
Some members would be transferred away from
providers that have legitimately been allocated
members through the sequential allocation process
and who have kept their default status. This could
reduce trust and confidence in KiwiSaver if it is
perceived that the Government is interfering with a
mar1<et unnecessarily.
There would be administration costs to Inland
Revenue, mainly related to the cost of sending out
welcome packs to transferred default members, and
taking phone calls from concerned members.
Inland Revenue have estimated that the cost would
be $14 300 to $62 700 if around 18 000 members
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are transferred and $44,800 to $328,900 if 60,000 to
100,000 members are transferred; and that this
number would rise proportionately if more members
are transferred. In addition, Inland Revenue would
face costs in relation to making system changes to
implement the option.
There would be a cost on providers to identify the
members to be transferred and contact them. This
cost applies to Options 2 and 3 but is higher in
relation to Option 2.
Providers will I kely need to be given a longer period
of time to transfer members' information and
accumulation due to large volumes.
Supporting the
development of
New Zealand's
capital markets
Promoting
innovation,
competition, and
value-for-money
across KiwiSaver

NIA

May incentivise new providers to bid for default
provider status as they stand to gain a greater
share of default members, pot entially bringing
new and more innovative providers to the
market. However, we have heard from some
providers that incentives to tender for default
membership are already high because of the
reputational benefits and customer flow. This
means pot ential providers may tender
regardless of there being a reallocation of
members.
May create more pressure on existin
~
providers in the tendering process b
leaci:.,
incentivising more competitive o~
embe1
to better value-for-money f~<;i.:a~
However, given the rep~ t;o4i
g I · f/l c-.~~ s of
a current provider losingld~t~ nu¥ "may
be_ thatthere_ is alr~
.1
11\ ~
i~
-:ntive for
exIstIng prov•~ ~ ~ ~ ~ mpdUtive offers.
Thes~ ~~ £ 1_01 ~ 1~ ; n to Options 2
: • t on~ n relation to Option 2
and ~
for
~ncno p; vioers and providers who
efault members below the
hav\ G number

If default providers expect re~
io t ~%;.>Em
every 7 years regardlesg _wI~
!i3> .ave
complied with their obli?l~ ~n~ 1e instruments
of appointment,
~ ;!l....rq;:_. ... ed certainty
inr\->firr'ouilding long-term
and lower ince~ ~
relationshi \_witt.~~..,..~ ~lt members . This could
11. h.-: 0 -fo~
J for default members.
decr~
How{ v.JUt.i ~
nain that providers would react
may instead focus their efforts
,~
t members make an active choice to
rt:~
,1e default fund or to move to a more
~R,_5.op, 1ate fund, on the assumption that such
m1;;.,Ibers will not be transferred in the Mure.

~ ~maJ..

·7~'-i~iM~.W~fy

&~ ·

er,

o.,_, Jofl .

....______---:_,__~ "'~=-,---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
Treasury~

Option 2

OP!-~ ~ ~rreasury's preferred option. The Treasury is of the view that Option 2 creates
~ -{~ {~
re in the tendering process. This increased pressure could result is better value1\$, J'mc-~ y for default members leading to a better financial position for default members.
Option 2 could incentivise new providers to bid for default provider status, as they stand to
gain a greater share of default members, potentially bringing new and more innovative
providers to the market. As new providers would receive an allocation of members with
higher balances at the commencement of their appointment, they may be more able to offer
innovative pricing structures (such as low or no fees for members with low balances).
Smaller or new entrant providers would receive more members, which may assist them to
break even more quickly.
The Treasury considers Option 2 will provide stronger incentives on current default providers
than Option 3, particularly those with large numbers of default members, to engage with their
members to encourage them to make an active fund choice. Under Option 2, reappointment
alone may not be sufficient for providers to ensure that they retain their default members .
The Treasury considers that the positive effects of Option 2 on member engagement and on
increased competition in the procurement process outweigh the administration and
compliance costs on providers and Inland Revenue. More competitive tenders are likely to
lead to better default settings, resulting in a better financial position for default members. The
Treasury notes that the costs to providers and Inland Revenue are one-off costs.
Impact Summary: Transfer of KiwiSaver members between providers of default funds 110
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The Treasury acknowledges that reallocation could be disruptive for some default members
and under Option 2 a larger number of members could be transferred. However, the
Treasury also believes the impact is likely to be limited as default members are generally
less engaged with their savings. Further, the reallocation process is likely to result in some
members engag ing with their KiwiSaver and making active choices about their savings, when
they would not have done so previously. Members who are unhappy with a transfer also
have the option of changing their provider at any time.
The Treasury is aware of concerns that a reallocation of a larger number of members could
increase disruption to the markets but considers that this risk could be mitigated by
staggering member transfers over a period of time.

f5)

tpp..~

Transferring members away from existing providers would be disruptive for
,N I~
.
However, while the Treasury accepts that providers may face practical difficu-}~:'G";:,
contacting members, those providers will have had at least seven year~ ~~
with their
default members and to encourage them to make an active choic~
j \ii'.;' iwiSaver
fund.

~

Option 3: Default members from default pro i~
be transferred

~

O@

WV

eappointed would

Option 3 is to reallocate members from exist~ "'Q fault -,oviders that are not reappointed.

Existing default providers that are re~ ~
We are considering two option~

•

The default mem~

~

~

~ ~~

d retain their existing members.
s would be allocated:

eallocated would be weighted in a way that increases

default mem_o/', t ~ ~ ~wviders with the smallest number of default members
towards the i~
~"'':Imber among default providers.
•

T -~ ~f~

mbers would be allocated sequentially.

Default members who have actively chosen to remain in the default fund ("active default
members"), and default members who have joined a default fund of their own accord, would
not be transferred.
Default providers would be required to notify their members of the upcoming transfer and
give them an opportunity to make an active choice to remain in the default fund or change to
another fund . If a member does not make a choice, they would then be transferred.
No members would be transferred if there were no changes to the default providers.
Members would be transferred only if an existing default provider was unsuccessful. The
costs and benefits of this option as compared with the counterfactual (and where applicable
with other options) are as follows:
Criterion

Benefits

Costs

Ensuring a better
financial position for
KiwiSaver members,
particularly in
retirement

In relation to the transfer of members from nonreappointed providers, this Option would ensure
those default members remained under the
protections of the instruments of appointment,
and were not subject to any adverse changes to
those funds followin the ex i of their

If a strong incentive is created, it could lead to
emphasis being placed solely on encouraging
members to make an active choice, regardless
of whether or not that choice is the most
appropriate for them. This may result in those
members havin a worse financial sition at

Impact Summary: Transfer of KiwiSaver members between providers of default funds
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Promoting trust and
confidence across
KiwiSaver

provider's instrument. This may lead to those
members being in a better financial position in
retirement.
May incentivise providers to help their members
make an active fund choice in the short-term.
This may result in members being in a more
appropriate fund for their circumstances, which
is I kely to have a positive effect on their
financial position at retirement.
This benefit applies to Options 2 and 3, but is
stronger in relation to Option 2.

retirement than in the counterfactual. This would
occur to a lesser degree than in Option 2.

In relation to the transfer of members from nonreappointed providers, this Option would
increase trust and confidence in KiwiSaver
because default members would remain under
the protections of the instruments of
appointment. This benefit applies to Options 2
and 3 equally.
In relation to not transferring active choice
members, this option would increase trust and
confidence in KiwiSaver as active default
members would be confident that their choice of
fund is being respected.
In relation to transfers being opt-0ut, this option
gives members an opportunity to choose to stay

Some members would experience disruption
and may be unhappy that their provider has
,o ;~
changed (for example, those_ membe,
that their provider Is also their bank). · ~
members may be angry or cont ~• ': \.m.i>'
have a negative effect on~
n ~ fi~
,
in KiwiSaver. This con a~,~~~ and
3 but would be mo~ ~ • r J"uon to
Option 2.
There is the7 : of l ~ ; e'NFr~ transferred
potentially ~ m c;t tti~~
, and the risk of
opera~ al. ~ ~,g erosion in trust and
c~J-~'t m •. ~oP" er. However, the design
-:,~ e t~
~ -'dny transfer option to be opt-

;, the

r£' ,

"°'"'"'fu,d o<ehoos, "'°"'" fu,d .Q

This is likely to promote trust and confidenc
KiwiSaver because members will ~
re
control over their KiwiSaver.
If default providers expect reallocc.~

m~§(

"'"h,scoot , they "' made

v. r,v,t'!he transfer pnor to It occumng.

!
I

h,p""' """ 7 yeo,s, they
,~
ed
to'"'""
that memF
, 'li;; cm,, .. ;c,
to remain in the defa 1u,~
~ to a
.1

1

non-default fund tha · ,~
,. ;,nate for
them. (Yl/e pro ~ ~
:::. who make an
active cho t rt,. 1>:\ 11 the default fund
shoul~v e ra. ~::-~ .,. This increased
~ ~ag ,Tk' nt may have a positive
•i :C n t,,~¥n confidence in KiwiSaver.
Ensuring low
administration and
compliance coc:tc;

I \;-~

1'

l

tit~ ~~d oe no administration or

~~

costs if all the current providers are
1~
omted as no members would be
1 transferred.

~~

Supporting the
development of New
Zealand's capital
markets
Promoting innovation,
competition, and
value-for-money
across KiwiSaver.

If one or more of the current providers are not
reappointed, there would be administration
costs to Inland Revenue, mainly related to the
cost of sending out welcome packs to
transferred default members and taking phone
calls from concerned members.
Inland Revenue have estimated that the cost
would be between $14,300 and $62,700 if
around 18,000 members are transferred and
between $44,800 and $328,900 if 60,000 to
100,000 members are transferred; and that this
number would rise proportionately if more
members are transferred. In addition, Inland
Revenue would face costs in relation to making
system changes to implement the option.
There would be a cost on providers to identify
the members to be transferred and to contact
them.
Providers will I kely need to be given a longer
period of time to transfer members' information
and accumulation of KiwiSaver fund due to
large volumes.
The above costs apply in relation to options 2
and 3 but are higher for option 2.

NIA

May incentivise new providers to bid for default
provider status as they stand to gain a greater
share of default members, potentially bringing
new and more innovative providers to the
market. However, we have heard from some
oroviders that incentives to tender for default

May increase disruption to markets if one or
more providers are not reappointed because
providers would need to liquidate underlying
funds. This cost applies in relation to options 2
and 3, but is higher in relation to option 2.

NIA
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membership are already high because of the
reputational benefits and customer flow. This
means potential providers may tender
regardless of there being a reallocation of
members.
May create more pressure on existing providers
in the tendering process by incentivising more
competitive offers, leading to better value-formoney for default members. However, given
the reputational implications of a current
provider losing default status, it may be that
there is already sufficient incentive for existing
providers to make competitive offers.
These benefits apply in relation to Options 2
and 3, but are stronger for in relation to Option
2 for current non-default providers and current
default providers who have a number of default
members below the average.

~~~

3.2 Which of these options is the proposed approach?
Treasury prefers option 2. MBIE prefers option 3. O~lion etf1
paper seeking feedback from Cabinet on the setting ·
~
How will Option 3 address the problems?

~~~th the Cabinet
un ds.

~

Option 3 will ensure that default me~ , ~ i l ~}>to have the protections of default settings
if their default provider is not reapP,~~~e~-1)1, and prevents members from being
es to those default funds in the counterfactual.
negatively impacted from any ,: e1f j ~
This will contribute to ens :.~ ~ financial position at retirement for default KiwiSaver
members.
"~
Option 3 also p~ ~- trqng incentives for current default providers and non-default
providers to ten\iJ>C~~ itively in the procurement round . Further, the preferred option
incentivij~1'.Y default providers to engage with their default members to encourage
choices about their retirement savings.

thee-oL~ t,ve

~< ~ ~
-;ilon 3 better than the other options?

tion 3 would solve the problems identified in the problem definition without the risk of the
adverse impacts presented by Option 2. It is acknowledged there will be some disruption and
impact on consumers and financial markets, but this is necessary to ensure protection for
default members whose current default provider is not reappointed. Compared with Option 2,
Option 3 also promotes trust and confidence in the KiwiSaver scheme by reducing disruption
on members, and has a low level of administration and compliance cost.
Option 3 also reduces the disruption to financial markets caused by a reallocation and
transfer of members as compared to Option 2. If a smaller portion of the default KiwiSaver
market is reallocated (and subsequently liquidated, transferred , and reinvested), the impact
on market pricing will be minimised. This is important for ensuring that members' financial
positions are not adversely impacted as a result of the transfer.
The costs of Option 2 would outweigh the benefits, in particular:
•

There would be disruption and confusion for members, impacting negatively on trust and
confidence in KiwiSaver. While some default members are not engaged and are unlikely
to care (or notice) that their provider has changed, other members are likely to be
unhappy that their provider has changed. Inland Revenue has advised that the option
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risks confusion and even anger in cohorts of the default membership.


It would be more costly for Inland Revenue and providers, who would face costs to
contact members and receive enquiries from affected default members. Inland Revenue
has also advised that it would face costs to make additional system changes, and would
be administratively complex to implement.



It would increase disruption to markets (because providers would need to liquidate
underlying funds).



If default providers expect reallocation to happen every 7 years, they may have lower
incentives to invest in building long-term relationships with their default members.



Could lead to emphasis being placed solely on encouraging members to make an active
choice so that they are unable to be transferred. This could result in providers
incentivising members to actively choose a fund that is not in their best interests.
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Section 4: Impact Analysis (Proposed approach)

14.1

Summary table of costs and benefits

Affected parties
(identify)

Comment: nature of cost or benefit
(eg ongoing, one-off), evidence and
assumption (eg compliance rates),
risks

Impact
$m present value, for
monetised impacts; high,
medium or low for nonmonetised impacts

Additional costs of proposed approach, compared to taking no action
Providers of
default KiwiSaver
schemes

Note: the following benefits are nil if
all current default providers are
reappointed in 2021.

Providers who are not reappointed
will lose default members, leading
reduced income gained from th~
default members.
Losing and gaining prov~ ~1will
administrative costs
oc,~ t:~ with
L7"
v
the transfer of
Default members
subject to transfer

There cou 1
s~~Y n and
conf~ , ·x l : la. C ult members who
are ' r:: ~ sfe~ d, as a sudden change
· prov1,15 could be concerning for
~IS sts of additional systems to
facilitate the transfer of members.
Administrative costs to send out
welcome information to members and
receiving calls from default members.

Low

Administrative costs
estimated between $14,300
and $62,700 if around 18,000
members are transferred and
between $44,800 and
$328,900 if 60,000 to 100,000
members are transferred; and
this number would rise
proportionately if more
members are transferred.
No estimates for system
changes, but they are
expected to be lower than
administrative costs.

Total Monetised
Cost

Estimated between $14,300
and $328,900; potentially
rising proportionately if more
members are transferred.

Non-monetised
costs

Medium
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Expected benefits of proposed approach, compared to taking no action
Default providers
appointed in 2021

Note: the following benefits are nil if
all current default providers are
reappointed in 2021.

Medium

Some default providers would gain
members, leading to increased income.
If allocating default members on a
weighted basis is consistent with the Act,
smaller or new entrant providers would
receive more members, which may assist
them to break even more quickly.
Default KiwiSaver
members

Default KiwiSaver members will enjoy the
benefits of a more competitive tender
process due to the incentives provided
from transfer arrangements. More
competitive tenders are likely to leaa t ,
better default settings, resulting~~
better financial position ~ 1fau;
members.

-~

· ~

ts are nil if
viders are

"-

O

V

bers who are members of
_ ault schemes will be afforded the
ctions of the new instruments of
pointment, rather than in the
counterfactual where they will not enjoy
those protections, and may be at risk of
adverse changes to default funds.
Not transferring "active choice" default
members will increase members' trust
and confidence in KiwiSaver, as their
choice of KiwiSaver fund is being
respected . This may lead to more
engagement with KiwiSaver from those
members in future if they have
confidence that their choice of scheme
will be respected .
Requiring an opt-in member engagement
prior to any transfer will lead to increased
engagement with members from
providers. This is likely to increase
member education in regards to their
KiwiSaver and could prompt them to
choose a KiwiSaver fund that is most
appropriate for their personal
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circumstances. This may have the effect
of leading to those members having a
better financial position at retirement if
they are in a more suitable fund, as a
result of required engagement prior to a
transfer.
Medium

Non-monetised
benefits

4.2 What other impacts is this approach likely to have?
Di s ruption to markets

~

There may potentially be impacts on financial markets. When a m~ be~ ~rred, their
investments are liquidated, and the accumulated funds and data , r,7 t:::a~
d to the new
scheme. During this time, the value of the KiwiSaver fun~
n ~ market, transferred
to the new provider, and then reinvested into the market.~ ~
Subsequently, providers with incoming memberf,twi~
9ated to invest these funds.
There is a risk that if these investments all o~~ ~h,~ me time, the increased demand for
investment vehicles could serve to driv l~ mar ,~~ fxices. The result could be a spike in
share prices, which may lead to po c re.t~
r members or higher transactional costs for
providers, which may be passe o t ~
e rs through fees .

~~ o

•

he market could be mitigated by staggering transfers.
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Section 5: Stakeholder views
5.1 What do stakeholders think about the problem and the proposed solution?

Who has been con sulted?
MBIE and the Treasury have engaged in a public consultation process with industry,
consumers, relevant government agencies and various other stakeholders during the review
of default KiwiSaver provider arrangements. This includes:
•

•

Individual consultation with default and non-default KiwiSaver providers, thei i
services industry, and other interested parties throughout the review proces ~
Formal consultation on a discussion document released in August
proposals, on which 280 submissions were received.

~

We ~eceived submissions from 8 of the 9 current default prov~

s~

~
)~

t~~
g~),, our
~ '2}

" eral non-default

(?~~

providers.

We also received submissions from several repres~
~
izations, including the
Financial Services Council (the main provid~~
t g b-0-1~~usinessNZ, and Consumer NZ.
h~r~ rm" submissions through our online
Most of our consumer feedback came fr. ~
nsumers submitted long-form submissions
portal, of which we received 231. A -~~)~
using our submission template.
\

W

Inland Revenue, the F~
~";rR..1~ Authority, the Reserve Bank and the Commission for
c~ ~fJ throughout the policy process.
financial Capability

"ff~'

This proposal d~ ~e specific impacts on Maori, so targeted consultation with

iwl/hapO

'f!J;t>lff''-Mlecessary.

on proposed approach
keholders generally not supportive of option 2

Most submitters did not support transferring members from reappointed providers. This
included all of the default provider submitters that would likely gain membership from the
option if reappointed . When discussed, a majority of respondents thought there would be
disruption and confusion for members, it would be costly for Inland Revenue and providers, it
would have increased disruption on financial markets, and could lead to providers being
incentivised to focus on prompting members to actively choose a KiwiSaver fund that may
not be in their best interests.
A minority of submitters did not support these arguments. Some respondents questioned the
degree to which default members trust in KiwiSaver would be affected by a change in default
provider. They stated that if members are given the opportunity to elect to stay with a current
provider, this argument is further weakened.
Consumers who provided feedback via the MBIE website generally thought that disruption to
members would be small, but many of those submitters appeared not to have understood the
question correctly (for instance, some thought that we were referring to a change in other
settin s for default funds such as the investment mandate or res onsible investment
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requirements).
Stakeholders supportive of option 3

Several submitters supported option 3. This included a small provider that indicated it will
seek to become a default provider. They generally agreed that option 3 would lead to better
financial position for default members by giving them protections of the default terms if a
provider is not reappointed. Submitters also commented that leaving members with a default
provider who has lost their default status may create a cohort of members who feel “left out”
of positive industry change. This is inconsistent with members being engaged or even
continuing to participate in KiwiSaver (although this applies to option 2 as well).
Several submitters also commented that option 3 is the fairest option and reflects public
expectations about government’s stewardship of default members.
Inland Revenue and the Commission for Financial Capability (CFFC) supported option 3.
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Section 6: Implementation and operation
6.1

How will the new arrangements be given effect?

How is the proposed approach to be given effect?
Section 230(1)(ba) of the Act allows for the making of regulations to providers for default
members of a scheme to be reallocated and transferred at the expiry of the provider's
instrument of appointment.

Inland Revenue would work with providers to implement the proposals.

~

Non-reappointed providers (losing providers) would be required to inform thl:J.
that they are being switched and give them the opportunity to actively c~ ~am, or
choose another fund. They would then inform Inland Revenue of t~ m{r ~r~ at are
non-active choice members. We could work with Inland Revenue~ ~:~\ f :1c s to develop
the form of this notice, to ensure default members are adequ~ t h~
a about the
~~
process.
Inland Revenue would determine the provider to wh@
~
(the gaining provider). _c_on_fid_e_nt_ia_r _ of_adv
_ ic_
e _..,.."C'."'l""I""""_ _ _ __

mber is to be transferred

Inland Revenue would process the re~~~~ ~ send out a welcome pack to
transferred members. The losi~ a\ \
~ { ~:-oviders would then work together to

process each switch.

~~

Who will be resp~ t ongoing operation and enforcement of the
new arrange~ ~
~
We do

new

n~~~~t there will need to be ongoing operation and enforcement of the

o ~lias after a transfer occurs the regulations will be spent.

~
I the new arrangements come into effect? Does this allow
ficient preparation time for regulated parties?
These regulations will come into effect following the expiry of the current instruments of
appointment on 1 July 2021 , and will last for the extent of the transfer period. Providers will
be aware of the chosen transfer options from the beginning of 2020, several months before
a request for proposal is put to the market. We believe this is sufficient time for providers
and Inland Revenue to prepare.

How will the implementation ri sks be managed or mitigated?
Inland Revenue will develop a plan to mitigate and/or manage any risks arising from the
reallocation and transfer of default members. We plan to have appointed default providers
at the end of 2020, which provides Inland Revenue and providers with six months to
prepare.
We have already consulted on the proposed options with stakeholders. We anticipate that
Inland Revenue will engage with providers prior, during, and after the transfer occurs to
ensure timelines and processes are adhered to.
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Staggering transfers

The plan to mitigate and manage risks could include staggering the processing of transfers
over a period of time (for example, each provider could be required to process a
percentage of the total required transfers periodically over eg a 3 month period). It may
also involve extending the time given to providers to process switches.
Staggering would only apply to the transfer process as between providers (ie the process
of a losing provider transferring member information and accumulation to a gaining
provider). Inland Revenue’s switching process would occur over a short period of time.
Staggering transfers will reduce the logistical and financial costs for providers to complete
the transfer in the short-term. It will also avoid a significant one-off disruption in the market
through the mass liquidation of KiwiSaver assets. Staggering transfers alleviates some of
this effect by spreading the market impacts over a period of time.
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Section 7: Monitoring, evaluation and review
7.1 How will the impact of the new arrangements be monitored?
The making of regulations to allow for a reallocation of default members is a one-off
exercise carried out by the government, rather than a new set of regulatory arrangements.
Accordingly, no system-level monitoring and evaluation measures are required.
We will know the anticipated impacts have materialised if providers tender competitively in
the 2020 procurement ahead of appointments being made in 2021.

MBIE and Inland Revenue will evaluate the results of the tender ~ ~s\ ~- ansfer
arrangements with a view to being more informed in the next t ~clt~ ~ ss. In particular,
~~'V"""
it may be useful to evaluate:

~
~

• how many providers tender
• how many (if any) new providers tender ~ {\

~

• how many (if any) existing providers \ ~ ~ ~der

• The competrtiveness of the te! ~ ~ve
• public reaction to the tra s~ ~

:ni ~rs

• if there is any incre

' engagement in the short term.

7.2 When ancf

~~

i.~w will ~► 1e new arrangements be reviewed?

The instrr ~~ ] ~s] lappointment for any appointed default providers will expire in June
20~
d of tr.at expiry we expect that there will be another review of default provider
a ~ ~; ·" ei":.~. That review could include a consideration of the transfer arrangements.

QJa~
1~

t1ot anticipating any earlier review of the regulations. That is because once a
sfer occurs, the regulations will be spent.
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